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Learning Objectives in this Part of the Lesson

• Recognize key Mono operators
• Factory method operators
• Transforming operators
• Action operators
• Suppressing operators
  • These operators create a Mono that ignores its payload
    • e.g., then()
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- The `then()` operator
  - Return a `Mono<Void>` that only replays complete & error signals from this Mono

See [projectreactor.io/docs/core/release/api/reactor/core/publisher/Mono.html#then](projectreactor.io/docs/core/release/api/reactor/core/publisher/Mono.html#then)
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- The `then()` operator
  - Return a `Mono<Void>` that only replays complete & error signals from this Mono

- This “data-suppressing” operator ignores its payload
  
```java
return Mono
    .fromCallable(() -> BigFraction
        .reduce(unreducedFrac))
    .doOnSuccess(bf -> logBigFrac
        (unreducedFrac, bf, sb))
    .map(BigFraction::toMixedString)
    .doOnSuccess(bf ->
        displayBigFraction(bf, sb))
    .then();
```

See `Reactive/mono/ex1/src/main/java/MonoEx.java`

This empty mono synchronizes with `AsyncTaskBarrier`
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- The then() operator
  - Return a Mono<Void> that only replays complete & error signals from this Mono
  - This “data-suppressing” operator ignores its payload
  - It can be used to indicate when an async operation completes

See Reactive/mono/ex1/src/main/java/utils/AsyncTaskBarrier.java

then()’s semantics are leveraged by the AsyncTaskBarrier framework to ensure an async computation doesn’t complete prematurely
The then() operator
- Return a Mono<Void> that only replays complete & error signals from this Mono
- This “data-suppressing” operator ignores its payload
- RxJava does not have a direct equivalent, though Completable can be used in a similar way

See reactivex.io/RxJava/3.x/javadoc/io/reactivex/rxjava3/core/Completable.html
The then() operator

- Return a Mono<Void> that only replays complete & error signals from this Mono
- This “data-suppressing” operator ignores its payload

RxJava does not have a direct equivalent, though Completable can be used in a similar way, e.g.

- Created via Single.ignoreElement()
- Returns a Completable that ignores the success value of this Single & signals onComplete() instead

See reactivex.io/RxJava/3.x/javadoc/io/reactivex/rxjava3/core/Single.html#ignoreElement
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